
Arteaga

Candela

Cuatro Ciénegas

Guerrero

The magical town of Arteaga will offer you an enormous diversity of
natural settings such as its apple tree forests and valleys. It enjoys a very
pleasant climate with fresh wind most of the year, besides being very well
known as "The Swiss of Mexico". Some of its most outstanding
attractions are the Iglesia de San Isidro Labrador de las Palomas, the
Museum of the Mummies and Casa Carranza. 

Candela is home to important historical events and wonderful natural
landscapes where you can pamper yourself and relax in its thermal
waters, visit spas such as: el ojo caliente, las lajitas, los carricitos, which
offer warm and crystalline waters and el cerro del frentón, ideal for
climbing and rappelling.

Cuatro ciénegas, besides having a town full of stories is a magical town
that breaks paradigms, because despite being in the middle of the desert
plain can amaze you with its rivers and pools of clear water, its dunes of
gypsum and marble mines. Among the activities you will be able to do
are: sidereal observation, ecosystem observation and flora and fauna
observation.

Guerreo possesses incredible nature and furthermore, wherever you look
you will be able to witness all the history that has protected this magical
town over the years. It has attractions that you cannot miss such as: its
historical center, the Presidio de San Juan Bautista, the old commandery,
the San Bernardo mission.
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Bustamante

Santiago 

Linares

Bustamante is a town with incredible vegetation, which with
its greenish tones decorate every corner of this town. Among
the attractions that you can visit are the enigmatic Grutas de
Bustamante, the Cañon (Canyon) de Bustamente where you
can camp or hike, visit the Cave Paintings of Chiquihuitillos
and taste its typical gastronomy. 

The magical town of Santiago will conquer you at every step
you take, as it preserves its architecture from the 17th and
19th centuries and as a sign of this you can visit the Templo
de Santiago de Apóstol, as well as the municipal palace.
Among the activities you can do there are Bungee and Roller
Zip in Cola de Caballo Park, Kayak in Presa de la Boca,
sport fishing in El Cuchillo dam in China Nuevo Leon, and
Rodrigo Gomez and visit Casa de Cultura Santiago Nuevo
Leon.

Linares has an exceptional architectural beauty which you
can see for yourself as you walk through its quiet streets.
This town is also known for its cow and goat milk candies.
Among its  ost representative attractions that you can't miss
are the Ex hacienda de Guadalupe, the Templo del Señor de
la Misericordia and the Cerro Prieto dam.
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